Curriculum Delivered Year A
Year 3 & 4

“If you go down to the woods today…”
Habitats, plants and animals.

“Back to the Stone Age”
Changes in Britain from Stone Age to the Iron Age

“Beyond the horizon”
Geographical skills and fieldwork with locational
knowledge

How can you build a den?

Who came after the dinosaurs?

Who drew the lines on the world?

“Riding on a donkey”
Christian nativity story

“Healthy Body, Healthy Mind”
A scientific study on the body and diet

“Light Up Your Life”
Design and technology topic based on design

Who visited
Bethlehem?

How do I look after myself?

What would happen if the lights went out?

“City Scorched”
History beyond living memory

“Rotten Romans”
Historical study of the impact of the Roman Empire

“Brutal Britain I”
Anglo-Saxon invasions, settlements & kingdoms

Why did London burn?

Were the Romans remarkable or rotten?

Who has invaded Britain?

“Down The Tracks”
A significant achievement and local event
study

“Breaking News!”
Physical geography study of volcanoes and
earthquakes

“Brutal Britain II”
Viking raids & invasions

How do trains move?

What makes the Earth angry?

Who has invaded Britain?

“Into the Amazon” (Part 1)
Geography place and physical geography
knowledge

“Locating the Maya”
Non-European society study contrasting with British
history

“Powerhouses of the world”
A world-wide study of non-European civilisations and
their impact on the world including inventions.

What is special about South America?

Were the Mayans the most intelligent society?

Which is the most powerful country?

“Into the Amazon” (Part 2)
Geography place and physical geography
knowledge

“Where in the World?”
A local geography study of York and the surrounding
county

“I’m a Year 5/6…. Get Me Out of here”
Science study considering changes to animals, drugs
and diet

What is special about South America?

Will I ever see the water I drink again?

How do people change?

“A Toy’s Story”
History changes
in living memory
How have toys
changed?
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“We Are Constructors”
Technology and science topic considering
materials and construction

“Walk Like an Egyptian”
An ancient civilisation study

“After the Dark Ages”
A historical study of Ancient Greek life and
achievements and their impact on the Western world

What can I build?

Why are there pyramids in Egypt?

How did the Ancient Greeks influence my life?

“Across The Pond”
Place and locational knowledge of North America

“To Infinity and Beyond!”
Scientific study of space

Is America like the UK?

What’s out there?

“We Are Chocolatiers”
A significant achievement and local event
study

“Terrible Tudors”
A historical study beyond 1066

A Child’s War (Part 1)
“A local historical study past 1066”

Why can I always smell chocolate in York?

Who was Henry VIII’s favourite wife?

What was it like to be a child in a war?

“Let It Grow”
Plants and animals growing

“Postcard from Europe”
A European geographical study
Why do so many people visit the Mediterranean for
their holidays?

A Child’s War (Part 2)
“A local historical study past 1066”

“Let’s Celebrate”
RE study of
religious global
celebrations
How does the
world celebrate?
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Curriculum Delivered Year B

“Lights, Camel &
Action”
A music-based study of
how to perform the
nativity
What’s it like to be on
stage?

What helps everything grow?

“Ahoy Matey” (Part 1)
Geographical study: map work and place
knowledge

“The secret life of plants”
A science topic studying the world’s plants and biomes

Year 5 & 6

What was it like to be a child in a war?

“The Big Debate”
A scientific and geographical study on global current
issues
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How can you navigate across the world?

“Ahoy Matey” (Part 2)
Geographical study: map work and place
knowledge
How can you navigate across the world?

Are plants clever?

How can I protect myself and the world?

“To Be or not to Be, that is the question”
A historical study beyond 1066 with music and
performance

“Around Cape Corner”
A geographical, historical and political study of South
Africa

Was William Shakespeare England’s greatest writer?

Is Africa like the UK?

